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The "Tick War" was a term that newspaperman Ben Dixon MacNeill [2] applied to a controversy on Hatteras and Ocracoke
Islands following passage by the General Assembly [3] in 1919 of an act requiring that cattle and horses [4]be disinfected as
a precaution against tuberculosis and glanders, respectively. The law was not especially burdensome on mainland farms
with fenced-in livestock [5], but on the Outer Banks, where cows and horses ranged freely, it was more troublesome. The
independent-minded inhabitants of the Outer Banks looked on incredulously when state and federal employees-called
"tick doctors" by the local residents-arrived on Hatteras and Ocracoke and began building concrete vats in which horses
and cattle were to be dipped. Government officials were puzzled over the relatively small number of animals brought to be
disinfected, and the matter got out of hand when some of the vats were mysteriously blown up at night. When news of the
problem reached inland, MacNeill was sent by the Raleigh News and Observer [6] to Ocracoke, from where he wired
tongue-in-cheek stories about the Tick War. Only after the officials gave up and left the islands were "upwards of 200
cattle and as many horses" led from the marshes, where they had been hidden from the "tick doctors."
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